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摘   要 
 







































    Based on the introduction of the object-oriented software modeling methods， 
this thesis analyzes the object-oriented software modeling technology and Unified 
Modeling Language, researches the characteristics of the object-oriented software 
modeling methods, compares the characteristics of the traditional software model with 
that of the object-oriented software model and analyses them, and finally researches 
the applicable software developing process of UML deeply. 
By modeling the Security Investment Management System, this paper describes  
requirement analysis，modeling，designing and implementation of a large system with 
UML. Taking an example of the Registry of the Customer’s Contact subsystem of the 
Security Investment Management System, the author describes how to use nine 
different kinds of views provided by UML to effectively support the analysis, 
designing and realization of the system from different levels and aspects. 
By the Registry of the Customer’s Contact subsystem, we discuss the application 
of UML modeling language in analyzing and designing phase of software 
development process emphatically and put forward the basic design and analysis 
course. We change the rigid static and dynamic view of development course，making 
analyzing and designing course linked closely. At the same time, the paper studies the 
basic principles of these technologies, and stresses the criteria and methods of using 
these technologies. Combining with developent practice, the article presents a method 
and its application condition of getting requirement, and introduces many other 
object-oriented technologies into developing process. 
UML is used in the software engineering process to make developing process 
standardized, this paper can accumulate the experience for reference in later software 
development. 
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件系统建模的过程、工具以及 UML 语言的概况； 后结合证券投资管理系统论
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信息建模方法由“实体－关系法(Entity-Relation 法，简称 E-R 法)”发展而来。
1981 年，M.Flavin 对 E-R 法进行了改进，并称之为信息建模法。1988 年，S.Shlaer
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